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About This Game

Survive in the demolished district after the nuclear bombings. Face mutants born of the nuclear radiation, while dealing with
what humans are left in the struggle for the hope to end your living nightmare. Decide who you'll trust and overcome the

challenges that await you.

Doomsday on Demand is an interactive novel by Norbert Mohos. Your choices control the story. It’s entirely text-based–102,000
words, without graphics or sound effects–and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 Enjoy a 102,000-word novel filled with action, drama, and tough decisions.

 Face deadly enemies, varying from humans to mutants.

 Learn to overcome and adapt to the danger that lurks around every corner.

 Decide who you'll trust. Build and strengthen friendships or make enemies.

 Choose your personality. Let your conscience guide you to goodness, or turn evil and look out for only yourself.
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Game always crashes trying to load via Quick Drive. I get routes manly for quick drive. Get this fixed!!!! otherwise, great
route.. Clunky. Difficult to understand why the controls weren't mapped for the PC. Short, lacks a good story.

Most of all... the Dev has a track record for hating on his customers, and this time around is not any different.. Punch Bomb is a
gem.

It's polished. It's fun. It's a legitimate physical workout. It's skill-based with a skill ceiling. It's awesome.

Burn some calories while having fun and grab it. It's a steal at $7.. Don't let the trailer fool you - this is a cookie clicker game;
not much in the way of good gameplay sadly.

Not a terrible way to pass time but certainly not particularly engaging.

Also, DO NOT buy this unless you have a controller to play it with, keyboard is a mess.. WHATCHA GONNA DO WHEN
HULKAMANIA RUNS WILD ALL OVER YOU, BROTHER!?!?. If you're looking for a reason to buy this game on Steam
right now, don't. It might work on 64 bit Windows 10, but it's a gamble. ( At least the Origin version seems to work.) Don't
waste your time with the steam version. Everytime I go to open the game on my new PC it crashes. I've even gone as far as to
wipe my drive and start fresh with a clean installation of windows 10.

I don't know what exactly has caused the problem, but I have spent hours on forums trying to find a fix. My review is up for
discussion if anyone has found a solution.. Stand aside Tetris! Tidalis is an awesome puzzle game form the Indie Developers
Arcen Games. It has plot, blocks, lovable characters and TREASURE! I have 100% achievements and 90+ hours, can't
recommend this enough!. Wow. I like this game so much, I'd buy it for my friends. Ya know, if any of them actually had a
vive.. Recommended to my by a friend, I'm glad I gave it a try! Brilliantly addictive! Reminds me of the days when fun was the
most important thing to have with a game! Playing with all the Kaijus, trying new strategies and unlocking the levels is
throughoutly enjoyable.

The Kaiju Offensive will remind you about what gaming should be about!. This game is not really interesting. You can kindof
smash the keys and there is no noteworthy progress. Also, it won't detect every keypress which makes it harder in a unfair way.

I don't even know why I have this game, but I would not recommend it. The last update news on the Game page are half a year
old, so it also looks somewhat left behind!
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I really did not find this game enjoyable. I purchased it with only one review written which was my mistake. The game is
nothing more than walking through a maze of doors solving a couple simple puzzles to get keys to the next maze of doors and on
and on. No interesting storyline to accompany you through the dread either. I found it to be a boring chore to play. In fact, I did
not even finish it due to lack of interest. Countless rooms of boredom. What is even more disturbing is that this game is actually
on Steam and costs money. I find this to be worse than downloading a virus. Stay away. Stay very far away.. Very few races in
the base game. This should've been free.. The puzzles are challenging. However I'm not sure if it's linux version or what but the
controller absolutely sucks. Not a single button on my controller could activate, bombs, levels, or phones. The rest is iffy at best.
The navigation is hokey, and the d pad does not move you, dispite the "hint" at the right. Could not find ANY option to exit
game, even esc gave no option to exit game. Had to alt-tab and close.
Conclusion, although puzzles are challenging and the ONLY enjoyable part of the game, the controller and the rest are complete
crap. Feel very poorly thought out and executed. (note could be for linux port only). Although my preference is for Ancients and
Napoleonics, this is a very impressive port of the board game.

Nice graphics and a decent UI.

Would prefer the virtual dice not to bounce all over the shop but to be more contained so as to be easier to read.

The AI is pretty good but, ocaisionally, moves units to less than optimal positions.

Not sure if it is a bug but the 'Box Barrage' combat card can always be played even when it is not applicable to the Command
card being played and, in those circumstances, that combat card is wasted.

Overall, very pleased and a good omen for the GMT games due out later this year.. Wood Elves, if you've heard the phrase Elf
BS, then you know the Wood Elves embody this.

Basic Wood Elf info:
AG4 as per usual with elves
Best blitzer in the game (begins with Block, Dodge, Leap
Is the only Elf team with a big guy
Has only AV7 so expect a quite a few armour breaks if you get in range
Expensive players mean any death is felt hard. This game is by far one of the best miner games i've played would recommend
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